Dynamic All-LED Reflector Headlamp

Daytime running light and position light
3D light guides powered by 4 single LEDs per module.

Cornering light
powered by 3 LEDs.

Basic light
powered by 2 arrays of 3 LEDs.

High beam
powered by 1 array of 3 LEDs.

Spot horizontal
powered by 1 array of 3 LEDs.

Spot rise
powered by 1 x 2 LEDs.

Glare free high beam
powered by 1 array of 3 LEDs.

Byebrow – a light guide complementing the daytime running light and the position light, powered by 1 LED.

Side marker
powered by 3 LEDs.

Turn indicator
powered by 8 LEDs.

Dynamic adaptive reflector headlamps from Automotive Lighting can provide additional lighting functionalities beyond the here listed functions made for BMW.